
 

This is not an official release of the movie, it's just a place where you can get english dubbed versions of evangelion 1.11 by clicking "download" on their website. This way, you won't have to go out hunting for the right torrents online. You can get Japanese, English (dub), English (sub), German (dub only) and Spanish (dub only) versions of the movie. Note: there are no subs for any version of the
movies available to download on their site. You will have to use the subtitles included in the previous torrents.

The DVD release of "Evangelion 1.0" sold 1,002,091 copies in its first week, breaking the record for first-week sales for an anime DVD release. This record was later broken by "Fullmetal Alchemist Brotherhood" with 1,654,210 copies sold at its first week. "Evangelion 1.11" also broke the record for first-week sales of a Japanese live-action film, selling over 1.1 million DVD and Blu-ray discs in its
first week. This record was previously held by the 2010 remake of "Godzilla", which sold 947,428 copies at its first weekend in theaters. The release also broke the record for a weekly home video ranking number one that was set by "Godzilla", as it rose from number thirty-eight to one in its first week. The home video releases have been highly successful as well, as both "Evangelion: 1. 11" and
"Evangelion: 1.21" have surpassed the sales of "The End of Evangelion". As of August 2012, both films have sold over 7,000,000 discs. "Evangelion 1.11" has also been released in Italy on DVD and Blu-ray by Anipanima Italia, with the latter featuring Italian dub, English subtitles and isolated tracks.

The opening animation for the series is composed by Hideaki Anno and features songs performed by The Blue Hearts. The BGM for the series is composed by Shiro Sagisu. The opening theme for "Evangelion 1.11" is "Kimi ga Aruji de Shizuka ni Naru", which can also be found on "". Except for "Kimi ga Aruji de Shizuka ni Naru" and the theme song from the second film, the music of "Evangelion
1. 11" was also used as background themes in several other anime series, including Devilman Lady, RahXephon, Neon Genesis Evangelion: The End of Evangelion and Mobile Suit Gundam Wing.
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